The scope of the enquiry that follows is modest and limited. No attempt has been made here to write a sectarian history of the Vaishnava faith in the hills; nor is this a history of Pahari painting. All that has been attempted is to see the nature and the extent of the connection between religion and art in a small area of study. Since religion in this context has mostly been taken to be Vaishnavism only, the enquiry has resolved itself into a study of the connection between Vaishnavism and Pahari painting. The details of dogma or theology would concern the history of religion; and the discussion of styles and dates, patrons and painters, would concern the history of art in general. For this reason neither of these two areas have been made the theme of this study proper. It remains a study of relationships.

For all its limited ambit, however, it is hoped that the study is of some significance, because little attempt has been made up to now to enquire in any depth into this relationship. The statements that have been made on this subject are both rigid and precise, if eloquent. The conclusions which are advanced here tend to support some and question other assumptions. But it was felt necessary to focus sharply on this area of study, for
general statements do not go with the intensive researches that have been made into Pahari painting in the last quarter of a century.

Much information has been taken for granted here. Details of geography, historical developments, the general history of religion and painting in India, have not been treated of at any length. These details are easily available elsewhere, and, in any case, the aim of the present study is not to write a general introduction to Pahari painting, but only to draw attention to that aspect of it that has been chosen. The account may therefore not be found to be as exhaustive as it could perhaps be made. But an honest attempt has been made here to bring together and examine evidence that is likely to have bearing on the theme.

Research in a subject like Pahari painting presents many difficulties which all scholars of the subject have encountered. The written records are few, historical accounts patchy, and collections of paintings dispersed. Within these limitations, especially within the one mentioned last, an endeavour has been made to go into the subject as intensively as was possible.

I am keenly aware of the shortcomings of the work. More could have been done. But that is perhaps true of all
studies. I only hope that a modestly clear picture emerges from the following pages.

In the completion of this study I have received generous help which I wish to acknowledge here. The foremost of my debts is to Dr. M.S. Randhawa under whose supervision this dissertation has been completed. He has been an extremely kind and watchful guide, giving constant help and encouragement. Generous as always, he also gave the free access to his library of books and photographs. In the formulation of my thoughts on art and religion, I have been greatly helped by discussions with Dr. Niharranjan Ray, Professor Nirmal Kumar Bose and Professor Hazari Prasad Dwivedi.

I have also received much help, in many ways, from Mr. C. Shivararamamurti, Rai Krishna Das Ji, Dr. Anand Krishna, Mr. Ashwini Kumar, Mrs. Rama Dutta, Mr. Narendra Nath Kaushal, Dr. B. Ch. Chhabra, Mr. Sushil Sarkar, Dr. Jagdish Sharma, Mr. Jaginder Singh, Miss A.K. Anand, Mr. O.P. Gupta, Mr. B.K. Sud, Mr. N.K. Seth, Miss Lalita Anand, Mrs. R. Sharma, Miss Maninder Sachdeva, Miss Shail Sen, Mr. Keshav Chander, Mr. R.L. Anand, Mr. Mohan Singh, Mr. Hargopal Jamb, Mr. T.S. Negi, Miss Bhuvan Chandel, Mr. V.C. Ohri, Mrs. Veena Wig, Miss Prem Goswamy, Mr. Anil Luthra, Miss Meera Kumar, Miss Anita Marwah, Miss Chander Rekha Thukral,
Mr. Thukral, Mr. O.P. Sharma, Mr. Wazir Chand, Mr. Darshan Lal, Mr. Ram Sajiwan, Mr. Dhani, Mr. Chandu Lal Raina, and a large number of others whose names appear in a section of the bibliography in the end. I have special gratitude to my husband, Professor B.N. Goswamy, upon whose constant consideration and encouragement have sustained me in my task. His own researches in Pahari painting and advice have been invaluable for this work.

The photographs reproduced here have been received from various institutions and are included through their kind courtesy.
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